Online master in Wageningen:

NOT alone in front of your PC!
MSc Nutritional Epidemiology and Public Health

MSc Plant Breeding
Joanne Leerlooijer, Cora Busstra,
Truus van Woudenbergh, Jan Kees Goud

Students MSc Nutrition and MSc Plant


Complete master
program (120 ECTs)




Accreditation
Part-time (4 instead of
2y)

● 2 year: courses
● 1 or 2 year: thesis
and internship



Short stay on campus

MSc Nutritional Epidemiology and Public
Health
MSc Plant Breeding
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This presentation

 Share first experiences
● Students
● Moderators

 Learning environment
 Examples of learning activities
● MSc Nutritional Epidemiology and Public Health
● MSc Plant Breeding
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Results: the program

Where are we now?
•

Onboarding week

•

Course 1 + 2

•

Now in course 3

Studying online & E-moderating

(Salmon 2003)

Learning environment: some examples of
learning activities
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Deep learning & discussion is possible!
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Deep learning & discussion is possible!
Incidence vs mortality
What
would explain
a
In Tanzania,
prostate
mortality
rateabeing
higher
cancer has
mortality
than
incidence
rate an
of 11.6%
andrate?
an
incidence rate of 10.1%.
How can this be
explained? Simply that
these rates aren't
directly related - the
Ok.incidence
I am stillbeing
struggling!
the
The
denominator
of
number of new cases
incidence
should berate
the
and the mortality
population
risk andofthe
being theatnumber
denominator
of mortality
deaths or does
this
the
entire
population...
suggest anything else?)
No?)
Thanks! I hadn't
understood that the
mortality rate was in
reference to mortality for
that specific disease (e.g.
denominator includes
only those having
prostate cancer).

Hi Kyla... It all depends of
the total number of people
you are using to divide the
mortality rate/incidence
rate by...

Can you give an example
of this?

Thanks for helping!
Lets me ask you an
other question.
Answering this one may
help you
to get it more
Almost
there..!.....think
clear:
Try
to imagine
again...
what
is in thea
population of of
1000
denominator
the
persons,
followed
incidence rate, and one
what
year.
100denominator
of them get of
a
is
in the
virus
infection.
Everyone
the
mortality
rate?
Or, to
with
virusexample
infection
stickthis
to your
die
within
a year.
What
about
prostate
cancer:
are
the incidence
rate
10.1%
of ....(which
and
mortality rate
group?)....did
getfor
this
virus cancer?
infection?
Is
prostate
And
there
anyone
who
want
11.6%
of .......
(which
to give this
a try?
How
group?)
did die
because
does
this relates
to
of
prostate
cancer?
Kyla's
question?
Anyone
who
could help
Kyla out?

I now skip a part of the
100 of these
discussion
(a 1000
few students
persons get a virus
did try
to come
up with an
infection.
The incidence
for this virus is 100/1000
answer......
= 0.01 (or 1%). Now
suppose all cases die
from this
virusAlthough
infectionI
Thanks
Cora.
within
a year.
Thegrip
thought
I had
a ferm
mortality
rateI apparently
is 100/100
on this one,
100%.
still =
forget
some
important details. You
were absolutely right
when you invited us to
answer each others
questions . As Lieke
says: got me thinking.
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Student interaction – the Battle
Plant Pathology and disease epidemiology – Jan van Kan

 Between a plant and an attacker
 Three players/group
1. Attacker
2. Plant
3. Judge

 Four rounds of moves
 In third week of course
 Incorporating all input of weeks 1 and 2 (and more!)
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the Battle
Group A, round 1

When I woke up this morning, I found myself
shrunken to the size of a pathogen. And guess
what? I happened to be on one of your leaves.
I'm always hungry in the morning, so I decided
...Did
to enter the intercellular space through
one you get already in contact to my
phytoanticipins?
Hopefully, yes, and hopefully
of your stomata. Now I'm there, but
mind
you feel a little bit sick?
you... I'm not secreting any effectors (yet).
I guess
you are a bacterium. You think I cannot
However, mitotic divisions occur. I wonder
if you
feelaction
you? Think about your elicitors you send
can sense me. And if so, will you take any
into your environment, like bacterial cell wall
against me?
components (flagellin protein and
lipopolysaccharides) and your enzymes, for
example the elongation factor EF-TU.
They bind to my receptors FLF2 and EFR in
the plasmamembrane and signal
(kinase, calcium ions,
Whowh what a spectacle transducers
is this! ...
phosphorylase, phospholipase, ATPase, H2O2,
me.(PTI)
I released salicylic
The plant contains a proper PAMP ethylene)
Triggeredinformed
Immunity
acid
to you.
you feel it?
which got activated. A hypersensitive response
induced
anCan
oxidative
burst. And not only that, plant Christina started as well with the
production of salicylic acid. She is becoming less vulnerable for
bacteria and more susceptible for insects and nematodes. It
looks like Christina made her choice of weapons of defense.
Plant Christian started as well lignifying her cell walls, though I am
not sure if that has any effect together with the oxidative burst.
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Evaluation question

HNE
Score (SD) (5 point scale) (n=16)

BPR
(n=12)

I could handle the workload of this course.

3.6 (1.2)

4.0 (1.0)

The teaching methods (exercises, assignments)
stimulated me to interact with fellow students

3.9 (0.8)

4.1 (0.9)

Interacting with fellow students contributed to my
learning process

3.8 (1.0)

3.9 (1.2)

The contribution of the course moderator(s) was
helpful and stimulated my learning process

4.3 (0.8)

4.8 (0.5)

This course is inspiring.

4.7 (0.5)

4.7 (0.7)

I learned a lot from this course.

4.6 (0.5)

4.6 (0.7)

My learning process was not hampered by technical
issues

2.9 (1.4)

3.8 (1.1)

If you look at all the aspects of the course, which grade
would you award this course? 1 (poor) -5 (excellent)

4.1 (0.7)

4.3 (0.7)

Results expected in future
 > 25 students: 40 – 50 each year?
 More online course  more optional choices, individual
program (as on campus)

 MOOCs as part of (online) curriculum?
 Other master programs online?
 On campus and online blend together?
 To think about: what is the optimal balance between freedom
in time and place and collaborative/team-based learning.
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Take home message

 Many similarities with on campus education (content,
learning objectives, e-modules, exercises)

 Main differences :
● Encouraging participation by interactive online
assignments

● In depth learning/discussion is done differently
online, but certainly possible

● e-moderating skills of teaching staff is crucial
● Good functioning learning environment 24/7 is
essential!
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Project group
Designers/lecturers HNE: Cora Busstra, Joanne Leerlooijer, Truus van
Woudenbergh, Marianne Geleijnse

Staff: Division of Human Nutrition

Designers/lecturers Plant Breeding:
Jan-Kees Goud, Guusje Bonnema, Rients Niks
Staff: Plant Breeding

Program directors:
Rolf Marteijn
Anja Kuipers

Study advisors:
Rosalie Dhonukshe-Rutten
Jan Kees Goud

Director distance
learning:
Ulrike Wild

+ staff Phytopathology,
CWE and Genetics
Edusupport/IT/ESD
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For more information:
www.wageningenuniversity.eu/onlinemaster
https://www.youtube.com/embed/UtpacOceuA4
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